Institute of Industrial Economics Profile
The Institute of Industrial Economics, founded in 2009, is an independent research
institution to Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics(JUFE). The institution is
entitled to issue Doctoral degree and Master degree in Industrial Economics, and it
has the first post-doctoral mobile research station of applied economics in Jiangxi. In
addition to this, its Industrial Economics is ranked as a national key discipline by the
Ministry of Education.
The structure of the research team features reasonably in age, knowledge, title and
education background. The institution, with scientific research at its core, has three
research fields, namely industry innovation and strategic business startups, industry
organizations and structures and industry regulations and competitions. Since 2009,
the Institute of Industrial Economics has undertaken over 30 projects from National
Science Foundation of China(NSFC) and the National Social Science Fund of China.
What’s more, it has published more than 300 essays in core journals.
The institution watches the Industry Economics frontier closely. Additionally, it
dedicates to escalating the talents cultivation to a higher level by upgrading
curriculum structure and employing renowned scholars from home and abroad to
lecture graduates. Its is all these efforts enabled our graduates to pursue their doctor’s
degree in prestigious universities within China and overseas. Since its inception,
over 300 senior managers in industry economics have entered the society from the
institution and they obtained recognition from large companies, financial institutions
and government agencies.
The institution promotes academic exchanges in China and beyond and it is evidenced
by its building cooperation relations with major academic groups and agencies
specialized in Industrial Economics. In June, 2014, the institution held the
“international symposium on mechanism design and industrial organization”, two
Nobel Economic
Prize laureates, Professor Eric Maskin from Harvard University
and Jean Tirole from University of Toulouse, were invited to address the audience,
which arose strong reverberation among economic frontier within China.

